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Preventive Health



A healthier workplace starts with prevention.

The power of preventive medicine is alive and well. Just look at the results. Routine cardiovascular 

exams alone save tens of thousands of adult lives each year. Among people with diabetes, blood 

pressure control reduces the risk of cardiovascular disease up to 50%. Preventive health screenings 

and primary care consultations have been found to significantly increase life expectancy, particularly 

among the 30- to 49-year age group.1

Prevention can also lead to major improvements in our overall economy. In fact, it’s projected that, 

assuming modest improvements in preventing and treating disease, the U.S. could avoid 40 million 

cases, cut treatment costs by $220 billion, and increase the GDP by $900 billion by 2023.2

You want your employees to feel their best, and to live happy, healthy, disease-free lives. A healthy 

workforce can mean a healthy morale — and higher productivity in the workplace. You can help  

instill a focus on preventive care in your company. This kit will help you do it.  

You want your employees 

to feel their best, and to 

live happy, healthy lives.

Source: 
1 www.healthypeople.gov, from the US Department of Health and Human Services, “Clinical Preventive Services.” Accessed 12/15/15
2 “Checkup Time: Chronic Disease and Wellness in America,” Milken Institute, January 2014
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This kit contains links to materials you can simply download and distribute. It also includes 

a detailed guide for creating a Take Charge, Be Well health challenge in your workplace, 

with educational tools for promoting preventive health care.

A few points to remember:

 Keep it simple. All of the tools in this kit are meant to help you, and require very little time 

for you to manage.

 Spread it out. Don’t distribute every email and flyer to employees at once. Stagger your 

messaging over several weeks or a month. You might even want to declare a “Preventive 

Health Month” at your company.

 Keep it fun. Employees really want to enjoy being healthy. So present this program as a 

positive, helpful experience, not a mandatory requirement. You want everybody to keep a 

healthy attitude!

What’s in your 
Preventive 
Health Kit?



Start your company’s 
Take Charge, Be Well 
health challenge!

Make this the moment you take control of your health.  

It starts with simple steps like walking more, eating more 

fruits and vegetables and getting the proper checkups. 

Join in the Take Charge, Be Well health challenge, and  

you could win a great prize. Watch your email for details.
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Take Charge. Be Well.
Join the challenge.

Preventive Health

Imagine slowing the rise of new cases of heart disease, cancer, diabetes and other chronic 

diseases, at your company. That’s what you can help do by implementing a Take Charge, Be Well 

health challenge. It’s effective, it’s important, and it can also be a lot of fun! Use these helpful 

tools to create your company’s challenge.   

Here’s how it works: 

At the start of the challenge, provide employees with 
the checklist of 17 preventive health activities.

Over the course of the challenge (we recommend four 
weeks), employees perform as many of the preventive 
health activities as possible.

Employees that perform 13 or more of the activities 
from the checklist, before the end of the challenge, 
will be eligible to submit their completed checklist  
to be entered in a drawing for a prize.

Program Planner: 
The Take Charge, Be Well health challenge

Your steps for managing the challenge

By taking the right steps, many chronic diseases can 

be prevented, saving lost hours, sick days — and lives. 

So let’s inspire everyone in your workplace to focus 

on preventive health. Start your Take Charge, Be Well 

health challenge, and get everyone working toward a 

healthier life! 

Create a 
kickoff plan.

1STEP

Announce 
the results in 

a big way.

5STEP

Measure the 
impact and 
success of 

the program, 
reviewing what 
was successful 

and opportunities 
for adjustment.

6STEP

Get leadership 
buy-in. 

Encourage key 
executives to 
become role 

models for the 
challenge.

2STEP

Outline the 
details: challenge 
dates, activities, 

rules, prizes, 
marketing 
materials, 

communications 
and the promotion 

schedule.

3STEP

Use the 
materials in 

this kit to raise 
awareness 

and promote 
participation.

4STEP

Preventive Health

Download the 
program planner 
to learn how 
to set up and 
manage the 
challenge.

Set a date for your 
challenge. Before 
that date, hang 
this poster in your 
workplace or email 
it to your employees 
to promote the 
upcoming challenge. 

step1 step2

http://file.anthem.com/04567ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/04565ANEENABS.pdf


TIP: Stagger your communications to 
employees throughout the challenge to 
keep intergenerational health top of mind.
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Plan your communications; 
mark your calendar to send 
one challenge email per 
week. We suggest running 
the challenge over four 
weeks. Click the envelope  
to get all the copy you’ll need, 
along with attachments to 
send to employees.

Click on the thumbnails to 
download each item individually.

step3

http://file.anthem.com/04566ANEENABS.doc


These flyers and posters are yours to share with your employees during the 

Take Charge, Be Well health challenge, or any time at all. 

Taking good care of my teeth and mouth can 
save me money.

Fact! When you keep cavities and gum disease away, you 
can save money on costly fi llings and other dental work. 
This is especially important for children and their long-term 
dental health.1

Brushing and fl ossing every day doesn’t affect 
the rest of my body.

Fiction! Your mouth health is connected to your overall 
health. Some diseases are actually linked to how well you 
care for your teeth and gums. These include diabetes, 
heart disease and cancer. When you take good care of your 
mouth, your whole body benefi ts!2

There’s nothing I can do to stop cavities and 
tooth decay.

Fiction! Fluoride is an important part of preventing tooth 
decay, especially for children. Fluoride is a mineral that 
strengthens teeth when you ingest it and also protects the 
surface of teeth from acid.3 It’s in some foods, but most 
places have fl uoride in the drinking water, too. You can get 
fl uoride toothpaste and rinses as well. Your dentist also 
can apply sealants to your child’s back teeth where most 
cavities form.4

Brush up on dental facts 
and spread the word.

Visit the Dental Health 
Resource Center at: 

Fact or fi ction?

 Get the real
 “word of mouth.” 
Check out the Dental Health 
Resource Center.

1 American Dental Association website: Healthy People 2020 oral health goals key on access to care (accessed July 2013): ada.gov. 
2 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Off ce on Women’s Health: i Oral Health Fact Sheet (accessed July 2013): womenshealth.gov. 
3 KidsHealth website: Flouride and Water (accessed August 2013): http://kidshealth.org. 
4 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Preventing Cavities, Gum Disease, Tooth Loss, and Oral Cancers At A Glance 2011 (accessed August 2013): cdc.gov. 
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anthem.com/dentalhealth. 

 

Dental exams

A flyer that dispels myths 
about dental health, and 
sheds the light on its 
links to total wellness.

Preventing 
thyroid disease

A review of the 
symptoms of thyroid 
disorder, which 
affects about 27 
million Americans.

Quick, name some of the most important parts of the body. The things that keep you up and running day to day. The heart? 
Sure. The brain? Of course. Were you just about to say the thyroid gland? No?

The fact is, the thyroid could be one of the most underappreciated powerhouses in the human body. Although this butterfly-
shaped gland is small, it’s mighty. Located just below the Adam’s apple, the thyroid produces hormones that help keep your 
organs, tissues and cells chugging along. The heart, brain, liver, kidneys and skin all need the thyroid in order to do their best.1

If your thyroid isn’t working the way it should, your body may not be either. That’s the case for 27 million Americans – more than 
half of whom are undiagnosed – who are affected by either an overactive (hyperthyroidism) or underactive (hypothyroidism) 
thyroid.1  The incidence of thyroid issues increases with age and is more common in women. Family history can play a part, 
as well. Left untreated, thyroid imbalances can cause high cholesterol, heart disease and a host of other issues, such as 
osteoporosis and infertility.

Symptoms of a thyroid imbalance1,2

Hypothyroidism - underactive thyroid
Fatigue

Forgetfulness

Depression

Heavy menstrual periods

Dry, coarse hair

Powerful things come in small packages
Understanding thyroid disease

Thyroid imbalances can often be corrected, 
leaving you feeling healthier, more energetic 
and ready to power through your day.

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name of: In Colorado: Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical Service, Inc. HMO products underwritten by HMO Colorado, Inc. In Connecticut: Anthem Health Plans, Inc. In Georgia: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Georgia, Inc. In Indiana: Anthem 
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Missouri, Inc. RIT and certain affiliates administer non-HMO benefits underwritten by HALIC and HMO benefits underwritten by HMO Missouri, Inc. RIT and certain affiliates only provide administrative services for self-funded plans and do not underwrite benefits. In Nevada: Rocky Mountain 
Hospital and Medical Service, Inc. HMO products underwritten by HMO Colorado, Inc., dba HMO Nevada. In New Hampshire: Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. HMO plans are administered by Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. and 
underwritten by Matthew Thornton Health Plan, Inc. In Ohio: Community Insurance Company. In Virginia Anthem Health Plans of Virginia, Inc. trades as Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield in Virginia, and its service area is all of Virginia except for the City of Fairfax, the Town of Vienna, and the 
area east of State Route 123. In Wisconsin: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Wisconsin (BCBSWi), which underwrites or administers the PPO and indemnity policies; Compcare Health Services Insurance Corporation (Compcare), which underwrites or administers the HMO policies; and Compcare and 
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Certain factual or statistical information was derived from the following sources:

1 American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists: www.aace.com (September 2009).
2 WebMD®: women.webmd.com/picture-of-the-thyroid (May 2010).

Hyperthyroidism - overactive thyroid
Heat intolerance, sweating

Weight loss

Frequent bowel movements

Changes in vision

Fatigue and muscle weakness

If you’re having symptoms similar to those described above, talk 
with your doctor.* He or she may recommend simple blood tests 
to determine if your thyroid is working properly. 
* Your doctor or other health care provider you may see for medical care and advice

Dry, coarse skin

Weight gain

Mood swings

Hoarse voice

Constipation

Menstrual disturbance

Impaired fertility

Mental or sleep disturbances

Tremors

Thyroid enlargement

Download for a healthier future!

Diabetes can put your eyes at risk
It can make you very sensitive to light and damage your retina 
(diabetic retinopathy). But think about this:

Twenty-fi ve percent of people with diabetes don’t know 
they have it,6 so they don’t get the treatment and protection 
they need.

Only 17% of diabetics know they can be more sensitive 
to light, so most of them don’t protect their eyes by 
wearing sunglasses.7

Forty percent of diabetics don’t get a yearly eye exam.8 This 
puts their eyes at risk.

Proper vision care can stop more than 90% of vision loss 
and blindness caused by diabetic retinopathy.5 

MANSH3751A Rev. 1/15

Even if you can see well, regular eye exams are important
to help keep your eyes healthy — and catch other health 
problems early. Eye exams can:

Diagnose diseases, such as: 1

 — Glaucoma — pressure in the eye, which can harm 
the optic nerve 

 — Macular degeneration — changes in the retina that 
result in the slow loss of eyesight

 — Cataracts — clouding of the eye lens, which can 

blur vision 

Help spot other health problems that can also cause 
eye problems: 2

 — Diabetes

 — High blood pressure

 — Certain cancers

Finding out about these problems early means you can get 
treatment early. This can help you get better and lower your 
health care costs.

Eye on the numbers:

Over 81% of Americans use some form of eyesight 
correction, such as glasses or contact lenses.3

Over 28 million Americans over age 40 have eye 
problems that can lead to vision loss and blindness. 
Experts warn that the number will go up as people age.4

About 22 million American adults have cataracts. It’s the 
leading cause of blindness worldwide and of poor 
eyesight in the U.S.5

Time for 
you and eye
Eye exams can improve 
more than your vision 

Eye exams

A flyer that stresses 
the importance of eye 
exams — and what you 
should do to maintain 
your eyes’ health.

What to ask 
your doctor

Need a doctor?

Plan ahead to ask the right questions and manage your health
Have you ever found yourself drawing a blank when it comes time to ask your doctor important questions about 
your health? You’re not alone. Taking time before your appointment to jot down some notes can help you get the 
most from your visit with your doctor.

Before your visit
Your doctor needs to know all of the medicines, vitamins, nutritional supplements and other treatments you 
use. Even herbal remedies and vitamin supplements can interact with food, alcohol or medication. They can also 
cause problems during medical procedures, if your doctor doesn’t know you’re taking them.1, 2, 3 Make a list of the 
products you use, including:

Prescription medications, including lotion, cream or ointment you put on your skin

Over-the-counter medications

Other drugs

Vitamins

Nutrition drinks or shakes

Herbal remedies, including herbal tea

Energy drinks

Also, make a note of how many cups of coffee you have each day, and how 
much alcohol you usually drink. Next, think through anything else you might 
want to tell your doctor. Are you having trouble sleeping? Are you having pain  
in any part of your body? Have there been any other changes in your health? 
Finally, write down any questions you have. This list will get you started:

What should I do to prevent or delay health problems?

Are there changes I should make to improve my health?

Are there tests or screenings I should have, based on my age or other risk 
factors?

Am I due for any vaccines?

Is this visit preventive or diagnostic?

Do I need to come back for another visit?

Can I call for test results?

Sources  
1 U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Avoiding Drug Interactions (accessed January 2015): www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm096386  
2 The Clinical Advisor, Energy drinks may cause caffeine overdose, drug interactions (accessed January 2015): clinicaladvisor.com 
3 AgingCare, Think Twice About Giving Elders Nutritional Drinks or Shakes (accessed January 2015): agingcare.com 
4 National Institute of Health, Senior Health, Talking with Your Doctor (accessed January 2015): nihseniorhealth.gov/talkingwithyourdoctor/askingquestions/01.html 
5 National Patient Safety Foundation, Ask Me 3™ (accessed January 2015): npsf.org 
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If you need to f nd a doctor,  i
go to anthem.com  
and click Find a Doctor. 

What to ask  
your doctor

A great document to 
review before every 
appointment with 
a doctor. Includes 
reminders on what 
information to share 
and what questions 
to ask.

Preventive  
health guidelines

This booklet covers 
guidelines for creating 
a health plan for the 
entire family.

Take Charge, Be Well 
challenge checklist

To get employees involved 
in the challenge, download 
and distribute this overview 
and checklist.

Join the Take Charge,  
Be Well health challenge!
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underwritten by HALIC and HMO benefits underwritten by HMO Missouri, Inc. RIT and certain affiliates only provide administrative services for self-funded plans and do not underwrite benefits. In Nevada: Rocky Mountain Hospital and Medical Service, Inc. HMO products underwritten by HMO 
Colorado, Inc., dba HMO Nevada. In New Hampshire: Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. HMO plans are administered by Anthem Health Plans of New Hampshire, Inc. and underwritten by Matthew Thornton Health Plan, Inc. In Ohio: Community Insurance Company. In Virginia: Anthem 
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Preventive Health

 Select a primary care doctor. You can search for and 
select a doctor online at anthem.com. If you already 
have one, you’ve completed this activity. 

 Get or schedule a yearly wellness exam with your primary 
care doctor (or “new” primary care doctor if you’ve just 
chosen one!).

 Get a seasonal flu shot.

 Get or schedule a dental cleaning/routine six-month 
appointment with a dentist.

 Get or schedule an annual skin screening or 
appointment with a dermatologist for a skin check.

 Get or schedule an annual eye exam.

 Check if you’re up-to-date on recommended vaccines 
by going to www.cdc.gov/vaccines/schedules/
downloads/adult/adult-schedule-easy-read.pdf.

 Twice during challenge, get your blood pressure taken. 
TIP: Use free blood pressure kiosks. They can be found 
at local pharmacies and grocery stores. A healthy blood 
pressure is 120/80 or less.

Your health is up to YOU. The actions you take now can help you 
feel better in the present and influence your future health and 
well-being. By taking control of your health, you can prevent 
medical conditions like heart disease, diabetes and cancer from 
developing or getting worse. These actions don’t have to be a 
major challenge: they can be as easy as drinking more water or 
eating more fruits and veggies. So take control of your health 
and join the Take Charge, Be Well health challenge.

Here’s how it works: 

Review the challenge activities checklist below.

Mark each of the challenge activities as you complete them.

At the end of the challenge, if you’ve completed 13 or more 
of the 17 activities, you can submit your checklist to be 
entered in a drawing for a prize!

Name ____________________________________________

Email address  ______________________________________

Phone Number  ______________________________________

 Wear a UVA/UVB blocking sunscreen every day of the week.

 Drink at least 32 ounces of water a day.

 Work out for 30+ minutes, 3+ times per week.

 Eat 5+ servings of fruits and veggies per day.

 Complete all four of the online health assessments linked 
to in challenge email communications.

 Walk at least 10,000 steps every day of the week. Track 
your steps by using a pedometer, fitness tracker or an 
app on your phone.

 Read all of the wellness education fliers provided during 
this challenge.

 Change the smoke detector batteries at your home 
(if you haven’t recently), or buy a carbon monoxide 
detector if you don’t have one.

 Wear your seatbelt every day, or a helmet and 
appropriate safety gear, if you ride a bike or motorcycle.

Watch for emails with additional resources and information on the Take Charge, 
Be Well health challenge. The more you learn, the healthier you can be.

Y0071_13_17086_I 05/15 17112ANMENABS  Rev. 08/15

Preventive health guidelines
As of May 2015

What is your plan for better health?

Make this year your best year for wellness. Your health plan may help pay for tests to fi nd 
disease early and routine wellness exams to help you and your family stay well. Talk with 
your doctor (health care provider) about the care that is right for you.

Your plan may not pay for all services and treatments in this guide. To learn more about 
what your plan pays for, see your Certifi cate of Coverage or call the Customer Care number 
on your ID card. You also can check anthem.com to learn about health topics from child 
care to zinc. 

The content in this guide is based in part on suggestions from these independent groups 
and based on state-specifi c requirements: 

 AAFP – American Academy of Family Physicians 

 AAP – American Academy of Pediatrics 

 ACIP – Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices 

 ACOG – American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology 

 ACS – American Cancer Society 

 CDC – Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

 USPSTF – U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 

This guide is just for your information; it is not meant to take the place of medical care or advice. 

Use this guide to know when to set up visits with your doctor for you and your children. Ask your 
doctor which exams, tests and vaccines are right for you, when you should get them and how 
often. How you get certain diseases is not talked about in this guide.

Please see your plan handbook to check on your plan benefi ts.

Preventive exams

A list of screenings 
every adult should 
have, with details on 
when to have them.

When was 
your last 
checkup?

Regular well checks can help you get and stay healthy
You want to understand how your body changes as you get older. That’s what preventive exams do for you. They 
give you and your doctor a snapshot of your health. And they give you a chance to talk to your doctor and see 
if you need to make any changes. They also keep your doctor updated about your health. That way you can get 
better care if problems come up later.1

What to expect

Most preventive exams start with a talk about your health 
history and any problems. After that, most doctors will talk to 
you about things like:2

Medicines you take

How you eat — and how you could eat better

How active you are — and whether you should be 
more active

Stress in your life or signs of depression

Drinking, smoking and drug use

Safety measures like wearing your seat belt and  
using sunscreen

Your sexual habits and any risks they pose

Tests and vaccines you may need 

Get more from your exam

It will help both you and your doctor if you  
gather some information about your health 
ahead of time. Before your visit, write down:2

Your health history and your family’s, 
especially if anything has changed since 
your last visit

Any medicines you take, how much you 
take, and how often (include vitamins and 
over-the-counter drugs)

Concerns you have about your health

Any symptoms you’re having

Sources  
1 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Regular Check-Ups are Important (accessed February 2015): cdc.gov/family/checkup/ 
2 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Check-Up Checklist: Things to Do Before Your Next Check-Up (accessed February 2015): cdc.gov/family/checkuplist/ 
3 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality website: Women: Stay Healthy at Any Age (accessed February 2015): ahrq.gov/patients-consumers/prevention/lifestyle/healthy-women.html 
4 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality website: Men: Stay Healthy at Any Age (accessed February 2015): ahrq.gov/patients-consumers/patient-involvement/healthy-men/healthy-men.html 
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The ABCs on PCPs

An overview of the five 
types of primary care 
physicians, and helpful 
resources for checking 
their credentials.

Choosing a primary care physician (PCP)
How did you pick your doctor? Did you get advice from friends? Did you choose someone near your home or 
work? Whether you go to your doctor rarely or often, you should fi nd one you like and trust.

Why do I need a PCP?
You may go to one or more specialists. Still, you should have a PCP for regular things like checkups. There are 
fi ve main types of PCPs:1

Family practitioners work with people of all ages. They offer a wide range of care, from checkups to 
pregnancy care. This type of doctor might be a good choice if you want to keep all of your family “under one 
roof.” A doctor who treats everyone in a family can get a better view of each person’s health.

Pediatricians specialize in children’s health care. They treat kids from birth to age 18.

Internists mostly work with adults. They offer a range of care, 
including preventive care. But they may have special knowledge 
about certain health problems. So if you have a long-term 
health problem, an internist who focuses on your problem 
may be a good fi t for you.

OB/GYN doctors specialize in the care of women. OB/GYN 
stands for obstetrician/gynecologist. If you’re a teenage girl or 
a woman of childbearing age, this type of doctor might be 
a good choice for you.

Nurse practitioners and physician assistants aren’t doctors, 
but they’ve received a lot of training and can do many of the 
same things. For instance, they may give shots, do checkups 
and treat some health problems. They may be the main person 
you work with, or they may work with a doctor.

The ABCs 
on PCPs

Resources

For more tips, visit the Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality online 
at ahrq.gov. Click on “For Patients & 
Consumers” then type “Choosing Quality 
Care” in the search box on the right. You’ll 
fi nd articles, checklists and more. Plus you 
can fi nd links to tools that will help you 
check PCP certifi cations and quality ratings.

Certain factual or statistical information was derived from the following sources:  

1 National Institute on Aging, “Choosing a doctor,” nia.nih.gov updated November 2009, accessed December 2011. 
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Is it a cold  
or the flu?

Distribute this 
flyer so employees 
know the difference 
between the two 
conditions -- and 
what to do if they 
have a cold or 
the flu.

Is it a cold? Or the flu?
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Source
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health, http://www.niaid.nih.gov/topics/flu/documents/sick.pdf

This information is intended for educational purposes only, and should not be interpreted as medical advice. 
Please consult your physician for advice about changes that may affect your health.

It’s hard to tell the difference. So use 
the chart below to figure out what’s 
making you sick.

Talk to your doctor if you’re worried
A cold and the flu can have similar symptoms. 
Your doctor can help you fight the right kind of 
infection. Especially if it’s severe.

And stay home when you’re sick
This helps stop viruses from spreading.

Symptoms Cold Flu

Fever Rare
Usual; high (100°F to 102°F, occasionally higher, especially  
in young children); lasts 3 to 4 days.

Headache Rare Common

Aches and pains Slight Usual; often severe

Fatigue, weakness Sometimes Usual; can last up to 2 to 3 weeks

Exhaustion Never Usual; at the beginning of the illness

Stuffy nose Common Sometimes

Sneezing Usual Sometimes

Sore throat Common Sometimes

Chest pain, cough Mild to moderate; hacking cough Common; can become severe

Treatment

The only things that help are symptomatic treatments with rest, 
plenty of fluids, and acetaminophen or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
medications like ibuprofen. Children should not receive aspirin 
for any condition before they are 12 years old. Antihistamines 
and decongestants, common ingredients in over-the-counter cold 
medicines have not been shown to help most people.

Antiviral drugs may help but must be started early. These are especially 
recommended for persons at risk for flu complications including pregnant 
women. Everyone may benefit from symptomatic treatments such as rest, 
plenty of fluids and acetaminophen or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
medications like ibuprofen for pain and fever. Children must not take aspirin 
for flu because it could cause a serious complication. Antihistamines and 
decongestants, common ingredients in over-the-counter cold medicines 
have not been shown to help most people.

Prevention
Wash your hands often with soap and water;  
avoid close contact with anyone with a cold.

Yearly vaccination; antiviral drugs – see your doctor. 

Complications Sinus congestion, middle ear infection, asthma
Bronchitis, pneumonia; can worsen chronic conditions; can be  
life-threatening. Complications more likely in the elderly, those  
with chronic conditions, young children and pregnant women.

Click on the 
thumbnails to 
download each 
item individually.

Sleep apnea

A review of a 
condition that 
affects one in 25 
Americans, with 
definitions of types 
of sleep apnea, 
and complications 
it can cause.

Are you getting 
enough sleep?

A review of the 
importance of 
getting enough 
sleep, and tips  
and treatments 
that can help make 
sure you’re getting 
quality Zs.

The best ways to avoid getting the flu are to practice good health habits and get vaccinated each year.  
To stay healthy, try to always practice the below healthy habits.

Keep away
Avoid close contact with people who are sick. And do the same when you don’t feel well.  
A safe distance can help prevent the spread of bugs and germs that cause infection.

Stay home when you’re sick
If possible, avoid work, school and errands when you are sick.  
This way, others won’t catch what you’ve got.

Cover up when you cough or sneeze
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when you cough or 
sneeze. If you don’t have a tissue, cough or sneeze into your  
upper sleeve or elbow, not your hands.1 It may help keep those 
around you from getting sick.

Wash and dry your hands often
Wash hands often with soap and warm water for 20 seconds. If 
soap and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand rub.

Don’t touch your eyes, nose or mouth
Germs spread when a person touches something that is 
contaminated and then touches his or her eyes, nose or mouth.

Keep things clean
Clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces at home, work  
or school, especially when someone is ill.

Fight the flu with good habits

28837ANMENABS 12/14

Sources
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1 http://www.cdc.gov/flu/protect/habits.htm

This information is intended for educational purposes only, and should not be interpreted as medical advice. 
Please consult your physician for advice about changes that may affect your health.

And keep up these healthy habits:

Get plenty of sleep

Exercise

Reduce stress

Drink lots of fluids

Eat nutritious food

Getting the flu is never fun. It can even 
be life threatening. So do the right thing: 
Practice good health habits.
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LiveHealth  
Online 
Quick and easy access  
to a doctor 24/7

LiveHealth 
Online
Quick and easy access  
to a doctor 24/7

LiveHealth Online Psychology 
An easy, convenient way to see a therapist or psychologist 
in just a few days

If you’re feeling stressed, worried, or having a tough time, you can 

talk to a licensed psychologist or therapist through video using 

LiveHealth Online Psychology. It’s easy to use, private and, in most 

cases, you can see a therapist within four days or less.3 All you  

have to do is sign up at livehealthonline.com or download the app  

to get started. The cost is similar to what you’d pay for an office 

therapy visit.

Make your first appointment — when it’s easy for you

Use the app or go to livehealthonline.com and log in. Select 

LiveHealth Online Psychology and choose the therapist  

you’d like to see.

Or, call LiveHealth Online at 1-844-784-8409 from 7 a.m.  

to 11 p.m.

You’ll get an email confirming your appointment.

Have you ever been at work and didn’t feel well? Maybe you  
had a fever or a sore throat but you didn’t have time to leave 
and see your doctor or go to urgent care. Now, with LiveHealth 
Online, you can see a board-certified doctor in minutes. 
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Just use your smartphone, tablet or computer with a webcam. 
It’s so convenient, almost 90% of people who’ve used it feel 
they saved two hours or more and would use it again in the 
future.1 Plus, online visits using LiveHealth Online are already 
part of your Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield benef ts.i  To 
start using LiveHealth Online, all you need to do is sign up at 
livehealthonline.com or download the app. 

Sign up for free today and get: 

1. 24/7 access to doctors. They can assess your condition, 
provide treatment options and even send a prescription to 
the pharmacy of your choice, if needed.2 It’s a great way to 
get care when your doctor isn’t available. 

2. Medical care when you need it. For things like the f u, al  
cold, sinus infection, pink eye, rashes, fever and more. 

3. Convenience. Since there are no appointments or long 
waits. In fact, most people are connected to a doctor in 
about 10 minutes or less. 

Doctors using LiveHealth Online typically charge $49 or less 
per visit, depending on your health plan. 

Visit anthem.com for more ways  
to get healthy — and stay healthy.

Are you tired all the time? Do you find yourself fighting sleep during meetings or on your commute? Do you nod off 
whenever you have a quiet moment? Sleep apnea may be the cause.1

Sleep apnea is a common problem – afflicting more than one in every 25 Americans, from children to the elderly.1

There are three types, and all require treatment in order to avoid serious health complications.2

What is it?
In the case of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), the muscles supporting your soft palate, uvula, tonsils and tongue relax, 
causing your airway to narrow or close. Your breathing briefly stops, and you’re roused from slumber. While you might 
awaken feeling short of breath for a few seconds, usually people with OSA are unaware that their sleep was disturbed.  
This cycle can repeat itself hundreds of times per night, preventing people with OSA from reaching the deep-sleep  
phases that make us feel well-rested.2

Central sleep apnea is far less common and is usually caused by heart disease or stroke. With central sleep apnea, the 
brain fails to signal the muscles controlling breathing. A person may have trouble falling or staying asleep, wake up with 
shortness of breath and be more likely to remember awakening.2

People with complex sleep apnea have upper airway obstruction, as well as trouble coordinating the rhythm of their breathing.2

Feeling sleepy?

Complications
With sleep apnea, your airflow slows or stops many times per night, resulting in dangerously low oxygen levels. 
Frequent drops in oxygen levels and poor-quality sleep trigger the release of stress hormones, which raise your 
heart rate, increase your blood pressure and raise your risk for cardiovascular problems.1  The risk of high blood 
pressure for people with OSA is two to three times higher, and the risk increases with the severity of apnea.2

For people who already have heart disease, repeated drops in blood oxygen levels can cause sudden death from 
a cardiac event.2 OSA also increases the risk of heart attack, stroke, heart failure and irregular heartbeat.1

Sleep apnea is dangerous to your 
emotional health, too. Drowsiness 
and difficulty concentrating, memory 
and learning problems, irritability, 
moodiness and depression can disrupt 
your waking hours. Loud snoring – a 
common sign of sleep apnea – can 
disturb the sleep of the people around 
you, potentially leading to relationship 
problems. Children with untreated 
sleep apnea are often diagnosed with 
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
and may struggle academically.1,2

Visit anthem.com for more ways  
to get healthy — and stay healthy.

According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, more than 70 million Americans have a sleep disorder, and most are 
completely unaware that they could be getting better sleep.1  Inadequate sleep can cause impaired memory and thought 
processes, depression, increased perception of pain and decreased immune response.2

Sleep also seems to affect weight, as your body responds to a lack of sleep by craving more fuel, particularly foods high  
in fat and carbohydrates.3 A 2004 study showed that people who slept less than six hours per night were almost 30% 
more likely to become obese than those who slept more.3

While the necessary amount of sleep varies from person to person, most adults need seven to eight hours a day. However, 
some people may need as few as five or as many as 10, and pregnant women in their first trimester often need several 
more hours of sleep each day than they did before getting pregnant.4 If you feel drowsy during the day, even when you are 
bored, you haven’t had enough sleep.4

Sleep and work
While many of us wear our sleep deprivation as a badge of honor, the lack of importance our society places on sleep is 
having serious effects. A study published in the January 2010 issue of the Journal of Occupational and Environmental 
Medicine found that annual fatigue-related productivity costs came to about $1,967 per employee. Those who weren’t 
getting enough sleep were significantly less productive, performed worse and had more accidents on the job than 
workers who were getting adequate rest.5

Common treatments
If you aren’t getting enough sleep, speak with your doctor. There are many treatments available to help you, including:6

Bright light therapy. Spending even a short amount of time each day in front of very bright lights can help to reset your 
internal clock. The time of day and type of light therapy depends on the sleep problem you have.

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). Relaxation training and biofeedback, stimulus control, sleep restriction, cognitive 
control and psychotherapy are treatments typically used for insomnia. These therapies address the underlying cause 
of your sleep problem.

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). This treatment for obstructive sleep apnea involves wearing a mask that 
blows air into the back of your throat while you sleep to keep the airway open.

Oral appliances. Mouth guards like those worn for sports can protect your teeth if you grind them in your sleep. They 
can also help with snoring and obstructive sleep apnea. 

Medications or nutritional supplements. Medications are available to treat many sleep problems, and certain 
nutritional supplements may offer some benefit as well. 

Surgery. Some sleep problems, such as obstructive sleep apnea, may require surgery.

Are you getting enough sleep? 

Fight the flu 
with good 
habits

Six steps for 
staying clear  
of this all-to-
common  
health issue.

Regular breast exams  
and mammograms may 
help save your life

Have you had any of these three tests recently? 

Type of test Who performs it? How is it done? What to look for?
Breast self-exam (BSE) Yourself By carefully checking your breast  

with your hand
Lumps or anything else that 
may seem unusual

Clinical breast exam (CBE) A doctor or other  
health professional

By carefully feeling the breast and 
under your arms

Lumps or anything else that 
may seem unusual

Mammogram A doctor or other  
health professional

By taking a low-dose X-ray picture  
of the breast. The amount of  
radiation used is very low, so the  
risk of any harm is extremely small.

Along with a CBE, your doctor 
can find breast cancer at an 
early stage when it can best  
be treated.

What happens during a mammogram?

A technician uses a machine to take a few pictures of your 
breasts by placing each breast between two X-ray panels.

The panels will push your breast closer between the 
panels to get a clear picture.

Each X-ray picture takes less than one minute.

Who should get one?

All women who are age 40 and up. Please talk to your doctors 
about how often you should get a mammogram. You should 
know that 70% - 80% of breast cancers occur in women who 
have no family history of breast cancer. And the chance of 
getting breast cancer is greater as women age. So it’s 
important for each woman to discuss her family history  
with her doctor.

You might need to get a mammogram before age 40 if any of 
the following apply to you:

Family history of breast cancer. 

Personal history of breast cancer  
or other breast problems. 

Sources:
American Cancer Society, cancer.org.

This information is intended for educational purposes only and should not be interpreted as medical advice.  
Please consult your doctor for advice about changes that may affect your health. 

Make sure the test you’re getting is covered

Please be aware that the new 3-D mammogram offered 
by many facilities is considered investigational and is not 
a covered benefit. If you have any questions, contact the 
customer service office listed on your ID card.

Getting regular checkups may help you stay well and catch problems early
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Breast 
examinations  
& mammograms

An overview of 
different types of 
breast exams, and 
why they’re so crucial 
to a woman’s health.

Gentlemen, rev 
up your engines!

Take good care of your 
body, and it’ll run like a 
well-oiled machine for 
years to come.

Guys, do you wait until you run out of oil to get an oil change? Probably not, so when it comes to fi ne-tuning your 
health, put yourself in the driver’s seat. Eat right, stay active and get regular checkups, screenings and shots to make 
sure you stay running as smooth as your wheels.

Choose the right fuel
Your car needs the right gas to run properly and your body needs the right fuel to stay in great shape. Eating the right 
foods for your body can help you keep health issues under control. Here are some easy-to-follow heart-health tips1:

Add more omega-3 fatty acids, which are essential fatty acids your 
body needs to work normally. Include them easily by consuming foods 
like fi sh, almonds and fl ax seeds.

Limit your sugar intake and cut out processed foods and soft drinks.

Eat at least 2 cups of fruit and 3 cups of vegetables daily.

Stay active for better overall health.

Get your tune up
Tune ups are essential to your car, and checkups are essential for you. As you get older, your risk to develop 
diabetes, testicular or prostate cancer and heart issues increases. By taking control of your well-being you can 
lower those chances.2 Early detection can save your life. Here are a few things you can do to prevent health issues:

Schedule preventive checkups.

Know your family history.

Get regular cancer screenings.

No matter whether you drive a new car or an old one, you have to take care of it to get the most out of it. In fact, the 
older your car gets the more you have to do to maintain it. Same is true for you and your body’s engine.

Don’t smoke.

Maintain a healthy weight.

Exercise regularly – aim for 30 minutes, fi ve days a week.
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Sources 
1 WebMD website: Heart Disease and a Heart-Healthy Diet (accessed November 2014): webmd.com. 
2 American Cancer Society website: Cancer Facts for Men (accessed November 2014): cancer.org. 
3 National Institute of Mental Health website: Men and Depression (accessed November 2014): nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/depression/men-and-depression. 
4 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Physical Activity (accessed November 2014): cdc.gov/physicalactivity. 
5 American Heart Association website: Get Moving! (accessed November 2014): heart.org. 
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Men’s health: 
fine-tuning 
your health

This flyer covers 
the importance 
and benefits of 
staying on top of 
preventive health.

Men’s health:  
the guys’ guide to 
preventive health

A lifesaving to-do list for 
men: includes a list of 
what preventive health 
screenings and tests to 
get at what age. 

Checklist for your next checkup

What can you do to stay healthy and avoid getting sick? You can get certain 
preventive care, take medicines and practice healthy behaviors.

When you go for your next checkup, talk to your doctor or nurse about how  
you can stay healthy, no matter what your age. 

Screening tests: what you need and when 

Some men need certain screening tests earlier, or more often, than others. Talk to 
your doctor about which of these tests you should get, when you should have them 
and how often.1

Cholesterol checks: At least every five years, starting at age 35. If you smoke, 
have diabetes or if heart disease runs in your family, start having your 
cholesterol checked at age 20.

Blood pressure checks: Have your blood pressure checked at least every two years.

Colon cancer screenings: Get regular screenings starting at age 50. If you have 
a first-degree relative diagnosed with colon cancer before age 60, you should be 
screened 10 years earlier (or starting at age 40) with a colonoscopy.2

Diabetes screening: If you are overweight, sedentary, are in a high-risk ethnic 
group or have a family history of diabetes, start getting screened at age 40.  
Get screened every three years.3

Depression: If you’ve felt “down,” sad or hopeless, and have felt little interest 
or pleasure in doing things for two weeks straight, talk to your doctor about 
whether you should be screened for depression.

Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs): Talk to your doctor to see whether you 
should be screened for STDs, such as HIV.

Prostate cancer screening: Talk to your doctor about the pros and cons of 
prostate cancer screenings such as a PSA test.

The guys’ guide  
to preventive health

Talk to your doctor 
about which of tests 
you should get, when 
you should have them 
and how often.

Preventive Health

Preventing 
cervical cancer

A review of the risk 
factors, with a focus 
on the importance 
of early detection.

This information is intended for educational purposes only, and should not be interpreted as medical advice. Please consult your physician for advice about changes that may affect your health.
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The cervix is the lower, thin part of a 
woman’s uterus (womb). It connects 
the uterus with the vagina.

Preventing cervical cancer  
Doctors can’t always explain why one person gets cervical cancer and another doesn’t. But, there are things that may raise your 
chance of getting the disease. 

Cervical cancer often grows slowly over time. Thanks to the use of Pap tests (or Pap smears), fewer women die from the disease. 

cervix so you can get it treated before cancer grows.

Cervical cancer prevention

There are some risk factors for the disease you can’t avoid, but there are others that you can.

Cervical infection with human papillomavirus (HPV): This is the main risk 
factor for cervical cancer. There are different types of HPV. Many are passed 
from one person to another through sex. Those types can infect the cervix and 
cause cancer. But, HPV infection is very common. Only a very small number of 
women who have untreated HPV will get cervical cancer.

Sexual history: Women who have sex at a young age or those who have had 
many sexual partners have a higher risk of HPV infection and developing 
cervical cancer. Some methods used to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
(STDs) lower that chance. Using condoms or diaphragms and/or gels that kill 
sperm gives some protection against STDs but not fully.

Smoking: Cigarette smoking creates a higher risk for cervical cancer.

Diet: A healthy diet may lower the chance for some cancers.

Talk to your doctor about ways you could lower your risk of cervical cancer.

Women’s health   cervical cancer

Source: National Cancer Institute U.S. National Institutes of Health, cancer.gov.
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You’re happy 
and maybe a  
little nervous
What you can do to have a healthy baby
Congratulations on your pregnancy! One thing’s positive: you want the best for your little one. The choices you 

make while you’re pregnant can help give your baby a healthy start in life. Here are some things you can do for 

you and your baby.

Eating well for your baby

While you are pregnant, you should eat between 100 and 300 extra calories each day. Aim to gain 25 to 35 

pounds. If you are underweight or pregnant with more than one baby, you should gain more. If you are  

overweight, you should gain less.1 Not gaining the right amount of weight puts your baby at risk of low-birth 

weight, premature birth, or complications during delivery.1 Talk to your doctor about any weight  

concerns you have.

You can make every calorie count for you and your baby when you:

Plan meals and snacks ahead of time.

Carry healthy snacks with you, such as nuts, fruit, cheese  

or fresh vegetables.

Eat snacks or small meals every three hours so you don’t get too hungry. 

Know the signs of early labor

It’s important for your pregnancy to go full term — at least 37 weeks. Babies born earlier suffer from more health 

problems and are at higher risk of death than those born at full term.2, 3 Even babies born at 37 and 38 weeks 

are more likely to have health problems than those born at 39 and 40 weeks.3 If your labor starts too soon, your 

doctor can give you drugs to slow or stop labor contractions, prevent infection and help your baby’s lungs mature 

faster.4 If you notice any signs of early labor, call your doctor right away.4 

 
 
 
  

Sources 
1 WebMD website: Pregnancy and Weight Gain (accessed October 2014): webmd.com 
2 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Born a Bit Too Early: Recent Trends in Late Preterm Births (accessed October 2014): cdc.gov 
3 National Child and Maternal Health Education Program website: About the Issue: Elective Delivery Prior to 39 Weeks of Gestation (accessed October 2014): nichd.nih.gov 
4 March of Dimes website: Preterm labor (accessed October 2014): marchofdimes.com 
5 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website: Guidance for Preventing Birth Defects (accessed October 2014): cdc.gov 
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Get ready
for baby
Preventive health tips  
for your child’s first days

Bringing your baby home from the 

hospital can be a joyous occasion. 

It’s a time you want to be fully 

prepared for — so follow these 

guidelines for baby safety. After all, 

for these precious first years, your 

child’s well-being is all up to you. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that all infants and toddlers ride in a rear-facing 
car seat until they are at least two years of age or preferably until they reach the highest weight or 
height allowed by their car seat’s manufacturer.2

Carefully follow the installation instructions that have come with your car seat, and if you have 
questions or need help, contact a certified car seat inspector. Go to seatcheck.org for a list of  
free inspection sites.

In the car: Finding — and using — the right car seat 

Make sure your seat is safe and properly installed. Here are 
some tips:

If you’re using a car seat from an older child, be sure it’s 
still considered safe. Older car seats could fall short of 
current safety standards, or could have been recalled 
due to faulty design. Also, as plastic gets older it gets 
more brittle, which can be risky in a crash, so now, many 
seats contain an expiration date. If your used seat has no 
expiration date, replace it after 10 years.1

Don’t use a used car seat unless you know its history. 

Don’t use a car seat that has been in a car accident.

Make sure you have a great pediatrician

You’ll need to find a pediatrician before your baby 
is born. Start by asking friends and family. Anthem 
can also give you a list of providers who are in your 
network, along with details on their credentials. 
Then, conduct interviews of your top picks. After 
all, the role of your child’s pediatrician is a very 
important job. 

Preventive Health

Nine months.  
Many questions.
Future Moms can help —  
any time, any day

Having a healthy baby is every mom’s goal. And it starts with  
a healthy pregnancy. You want to make the right choices and 
take care of yourself so you can reach that goal. But it’s not 
always easy to do it alone.

That’s why there’s Future Moms. It’s a program that can answer 
your questions, help you make good choices and follow your 
health care provider’s plan of care. And it can help you have  
a safe delivery and a healthy child.

 
 
Sign up as soon as you know you’re pregnant. Just call us toll 
free at the Member Services number located on your ID 
card. One of our registered nurses will help you get started. 
You’ll get: 

 A toll-free number you can use to talk to a nurse coach 
any time, any day, about your pregnancy. A nurse may also 
call you from time to time to see how you’re doing. 

A book that shows changes you can expect for you 
and your baby during the next nine months. 

A screening to check your health risk for depression 
or early delivery. 

Other useful tools to help you, your doctor and your 
Future Moms nurse keep track of your pregnancy 
and help you make healthier choices.  

Free phone calls with pharmacists, nutritionists 
and other specialists, if needed. 

A booklet with tips to help keep you and your new 
baby safe and well. 

Other helpful information on labor and delivery, 
including options and how to prepare. 

It’s easy to join 
Sign up for Future Moms by calling us toll free at the 
Member Services number located on your ID card. 
There’s no extra cost to you. 
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Baby Center
If you have employees 
who are expecting or 
planning to have a baby, 
share these informative 
materials with them.

Healthy babies

A review of the steps 
every parent should 
take to keep their 
child healthy. 

Future Moms

If your Anthem plan includes 
the Future Moms program, 
share this flyer with your 
employees. It provides an 
overview of the program.

Tips to have  
a healthy baby

Preventive health starts 
as soon as possible with 
mothers-to-be. Share this 
helpful information with 
employees who may be 
planning a family.

LiveHealth Online

With LiveHealth, employees 
can talk to a doctor today, 
tonight, anytime, 365 days a 
year. This flyer tells them all 
the services available to them 
through this online service.

http://timewellspent.anthem.com/images/cold-flu-bcbs/bcbs-article-is-it-cold-or-flu.pdf
http://timewellspent.anthem.com/images/cold-flu-bcbs/abcbs-tws-FightTheFlu1214.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/57980ANMENABS_LHO.pdf
http://timewellspent.anthem.com/images/sleep-habits-bcbs/bcbs-promotional-wellness-flyer-sleep-apnea.pdf
http://timewellspent.anthem.com/images/sleep-habits-bcbs/bcbs-promotional-wellness-flyer-sleep.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/28818ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/43911ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/28903ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/28816ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/19800ANMENABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/MANSH0330ABS.pdf
http://file.anthem.com/MANSH1311N.pdf


Additional resources  
to share with employees

Whether you’re implementing the Take Charge, Be Well health challenge, or if 

you’d simply like to give preventive health awareness a boost, consider sharing 

these resources with your employees.

The Weight Center

This helpful resource connects employees to information on topics like 
fitness tips, healthy eating tips and ways to take care of your emotional 
health and well-being to be your very best self. To access the center, 
employees need to visit anthem.com/theweightcenter and either 
register or log in to their Anthem account.

Pedal to Health 

Riding a bicycle is a terrific way for your employees to be active and 
have fun, ultimately keeping your company in good health. Inspired by 
the UCI World Cycling event, we have launched a new interactive guide 
to bicycling. We invite you and your employees to take a tour of the site 
today at anthem.com/pedaltohealth.

Looking for more resources on how to promote health and wellness to your employees?

Check out Time Well Spent! This online employer wellness resource offers a library of health 
educational information and other tools you can use to build or enhance your wellness strategy.  

http://www.anthem.com/theweightcenter
http://www.anthem.com/pedaltohealth
http://www.anthem.com/pedaltohealth
http://www.anthem.com/theweightcenter
http://timewellspent.anthem.com
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Apps to motivate and manage a healthy lifestyle
Charity Miles

Pick one of nearly a dozen charities. Click whether you plan to run, walk or bike, and start moving. 
The app will track your distance, and the Charity Miles company will enlist sponsors to reward your 
chosen charity with a donation for your hard work.  
charitymiles.org

GoMeals

Using a plate graphic, this app can help you visualize how well you’re meeting your daily nutrition 
needs. Log foods using a comprehensive database that includes more than 40,000 common foods 
and over 20,000 restaurant meals, view nutrition facts, and see what percentage of your current 
calorie intake is from carbohydrate, fat and protein.  
gomeals.com

Fooducate 

This app helps improve nutrition choices by providing a thorough look at the foods you eat. Search 
for foods or scan bar codes to get a comprehensive profile, including nutrition facts, tips and notes, 
a health grade, and even the percentage of other Fooducate users who like a food. Tap to get a list 
of healthier options or add a product to your shopping list.  
fooducate.com

MedSimple

An easy way to keep track of your medications. Add prescription and over-the-counter meds, doses, 
and frequency as well as prescriber and pharmacy information. Set alerts to remind you to take 
your meds or refill a prescription, and learn about possible savings on prescription drugs.  
medsimpleapp.com

http://www.charitymiles.org/
http://www.gomeals.com/
http://www.fooducate.com/
http://www.medsimpleapp.com
http://www.fooducate.com/
http://www.medsimpleapp.com
http://www.gomeals.com/
http://www.charitymiles.org/
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You want them to be well. Help them work toward that. 

A healthy workforce is important to you. It’s important to us, 

too. That’s why Anthem works with companies like yours to 

instill a culture of health in the workplace. This Preventive 

Health Kit is one way we’re carrying this through. Use it, and 

your whole company can make a move toward better health, 

now, and in the years to come.


